There is a formula R(x) of Ko such that And ?_??_•ÉxPrfa*(ƒÓ0•È•`?ƒÓ0,x) means that A is ƒÖ-inconsistent.
• E(_??_) is an expression in Fwhich corresponds to an expression E in M and which has roughly the same effect in F as E has in M. PrfA(x, y) is a numeric expression of "y is a proof of x in an axiom system A=<A, K>". PrA={x|_??_ PrfA(x, y)}. FmK, Vr and vry are the numeric expressions for the set of formulas in K, the, set of variables and the y-th variable respectively. We show, at first, that a* binumerates (resp. numerates) A in _??_. 
